
After a brief initial phase-in period, the children in the Green Class (綠班) dived
right into learning about the "My Amazing Body"  (奇妙的⾝體) topic. We started
with the body parts we are most familiar with and then moved on to more
complicated ones such as belly button, palm, and knee. Through small and whole
group activities, children were able to apply what they've learned in a hands-on
manner. What a pleasure to see how these children have become more
comfortable with the daily routine. 

Children around this age begin to bond with each other through parallel play
which is their way to get to know each other and observe what others like to do.
We are delighted to see bonds start to form gradually among the children!
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CLICK here for
topic resources!

https://www.yayapreschool.org/support-2022


Our Main Focus

We spent the first few days helping children get used to the school routine but
very quickly, children were able to follow directions and participate actively in
class activities. To ensure that children develop positive relations with their peers
and teachers, we played games that help children learn each other's names, and
created group projects such as a class "rainbow road." We had a blast exploring
our body parts and five senses by engaging in topic-related activities such as
smelling different objects, learning how to plank, and measuring our waist.  



Topic Learning Stations

Topic learning station time is our favorite at school! Every day, children are
presented with 2 to 3 topic-related learning station choices. We traced our hands
and counted our fingers, we observed our own fingerprints using magnifying
glasses, we made a face with fruit, and we got messy with Oobleck.



Experiential Learning 

Children visited our experience room every week and there was never a dull moment
during the visit. We play dress up using hats, sunglasses, and headbands, guess the
smell of different items, feel the sensory wall, and pretend to be doctors and
dentists. As the fall season approaches, we also went on a "trip" to our Ya Ya Farm
to pick apples, pumpkins, and feed farm animals. These real-life activities have made
our school experience extra colorful!  



We had our first excursion at a spacious movement studio upstairs. The Green
Class officially met the Yellow Class and enjoyed our Ya Ya Sports Day together.
Everyone was jumping, running, trying their best to go through obstacles. What
an amazing way to keep us active and also create a sense of community for all
the children and teachers in our school!

Ya Ya Sports Day 



Extra Sweet Moments

To many children in our class, it is their very first school experience. We are so
proud to see them adjusting so well in such a short period of time. Now
everyone is an expert in lining up and they know each other by name. Children
enjoyed the special treat Leo brought to share and we were thrilled to
celebrate Alex's 3rd birthday like a big family! 


